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19Abstract
20By introducing gender similarity as a contextual antecedent of coworker support, we examined the mediating
21role of coworker support for the relationship between workgroup gender similarity and job attitudes. In
22addition, we explored how a creative requirement, which is an occupational characteristic, can influence the
23relationship between coworker support and job attitudes above and beyond the role of supervisor support
24and organizational support. Results based on 975 full-time employees across a wide variety of occupations
25and industries indicated that as expected coworker support can serve as an underlying mechanism in the
26relationship between the relational demography of a workplace and employees’ job satisfaction and intention
27to quit. Furthermore, coworker support was significantly related to job satisfaction only for those occupations
28that required high levels of creativity. Finally, the creative requirement of an occupation moderated the
29indirect effect of gender similarity on job satisfaction through coworker support.

30Keywords coworker support; creative requirement; gender similarity; job attitudes

31The percentage of women in the US workforce has increased over the past few decades.
32According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2010), this percentage increased from 42.5% in 1980
33to 47% in 2010. As more female employees have entered the workforce, work groups have
34become more diverse (Myaskovsky, Unikel, & Dew, 2005). For organizations, higher gender
35diversity can be important because it can improve work processes, along with the public image of
36the organization (Jansen, Otten, & van der Zee, 2017). However, there are opposing views
37concerning the consequences of demographic diversity. Some researchers have found that gender
38diversity has positive implications for performance and productivity (e.g., Ali, Ng, & Kulik,
392014), whereas other researchers have argued that gender diversity can increase conflict and
40turnover and decrease cohesion (e.g., Guillaume, Brodbeck, & Riketta, 2012; Haile, 2012). These
41conflicting findings suggest that some mediator mechanisms and boundary conditions can
42influence the relationship between gender similarity and job attitudes (Wegge, Roth, Neubach,
43Schmidt, & Kanfer, 2008; Shore et al., 2009; Bell, Villado, Lukasik, Belau, & Briggs, 2011).
44Accordingly, two research questions are asked in this paper. The first question focuses on an
45underlying mechanism that links gender similarity and job attitudes. Specifically, in view of the
46relational demography literature, does coworker support mediate the impact of the perceived
47gender composition among coworkers on job satisfaction and intention to quit. The second
48research question asks whether the creative requirement of different occupations is a boundary
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49condition whereby the creative requirements of a person’s occupation moderates the effect of
50coworker support on job-related attitudes.
51By answering these two research questions, this study seeks to contribute to the literature in three
52ways. We focus on the critical role of coworker support, which is a type of social support received in
53an organizational context, and involves having a sense of trust and thinking that one can seek help
54from other employees who are at the same level of the organizational hierarchy (Liao, Joshi, &
55Chuang, 2004; Chiaburu & Harrison, 2008). There are three types of social support that can be
56observed in organizational contexts: supervisor support, organizational support, and coworker
57support (Michel, Kotrba, Mitchelson, Clark, & Baltes, 2011). Although supervisor support (e.g.,
58Nahum-Shani, Henderson, Lim, & Vinokur, 2014; Wu & Parker, 2014) and organizational support
59(e.g., Kraimer, Seibert, Wayne, Liden, & Bravo, 2011) have been studied more extensively in the
60organizational behavior literature, coworker support has received considerably less attention
61(Chiaburu & Harrison, 2008). Therefore, examining the role of coworker support in organizations is
62the first contribution of our paper. We argue that the effects of coworker support on employees’ job
63attitudes goes above and beyond that of the effects of supervisor support or organizational support.
64For instance, according to the seventh Workforce Mood Tracker Survey, 61% of employees report
65crying with their coworkers as they share each other’s problems (Globalforce Survey, 2014). When
66employees are emotionally satisfied with their interpersonal relationships at work, they develop
67higher emotional attachment with their organization, feel more satisfied with their job, and have
68lower levels of intention to quit (Rousseau & Aubé, 2010). Since full-time employees spend more
69time with their coworkers than their families and spouses, and employees often work together,
70supportive coworker relationships can reduce employees’ stress levels while improving their overall
71well-being (Sloan, 2011; Halbesleben & Wheeler, 2015). Hence, it is important to examine coworker
72relationships in order to understand the context in which an employee is working (Chiaburu &
73Harrison, 2008). In fact, according to a report based on 40,000 employees from 300 companies
74worldwide, coworker support had a significantly stronger impact on employee satisfaction than
75supervisor support and organizational support (TINYpulse Employee Engagement and Organiza-
76tional Culture Report, 2014).
77The second contribution of this paper is the examination of an underlying mechanism linking
78gender similarity and job attitudes. It has been found a number of times that demographic
79similarity and job attitudes have a positive association (O’Reilly, Caldwell, & Barnett, 1989;
80Shapcott, Carron, Burke, Bradshaw, & Estabrooks, 2006). However, the underlying mechanisms
81that link them remain elusive. We argue that it is important to understand mechanisms that link
82demographic similarity to job attitudes in order to develop means to facilitate positive affective
83states, and we introduce coworker support as a mediating mechanism.
84The third contribution of this paper is the potential generalizability and external validity of our
85findings. Although there are some studies that have examined the relationship between coworker
86support and job attitudes (Ducharme & Martin, 2000; Chiaburu & Harrison, 2008), these studies did
87not question the generalizability of their findings across occupations. By using a large sample of
88employees working in a wide variety of occupations, across different organizations and industries, it
89is possible to examine the role of an occupational characteristic, creative requirement, as a boundary
90condition that can influence the relationship between coworker support and job attitudes. Over the
91last two decades, there has been a growing demand for organizations to be more innovative. For
92instance, the 2005 report of the U.S. Council on Competitiveness reported that US firms can
93maintain market power only by being innovative (Shalley, Hitt, & Zhou, 2015). As a result of this
94growing emphasis on organizational innovation, there has been an increased need for creativity in all
95types of occupations at all levels (Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2000). Therefore, the level of an occu-
96pation’s creative requirement becomes an important boundary condition to examine the general-
97izability of the role of coworker support. In short, we suggest that coworker support is a mediator
98underlying the relationship between gender similarity and job attitudes, and the creative requirement
99of the occupation moderates this relationship. Our theoretical model can be seen in Figure 1.
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100Theoretical framework and hypotheses development
101The effect of demographic similarity on job attitudes (i.e., job satisfaction and intention to quit)
102has been examined in the existing literature (e.g., Liao, Joshi, & Chuang, 2004; Haile, 2012), and
103scholars have found a significant relationship between them (O’Reilly, Caldwell, & Barnett, 1989;
104Tsui, Egan, & O’Reilly, 1991). However, the mechanisms that link them remain elusive. We
105introduce coworker support as an underlying mechanism between perceived gender similarity
106and job attitudes. Specifically, we argue that relational demography is a factor associated with
107coworker support that can affect employees’ job satisfaction and intention to quit. Relational
108demography, the comparable demographic similarity (or dissimilarity) among coworkers (Tsui &
109O’Reilly, 1989), suggests that group dynamics are affected by the degree to which a group
110member feels different from the rest of their group based on demographic characteristics (Klein,
111Lim, Saltz, & Mayer, 2004; Valenti & Rockett, 2008).

112The relationship between gender similarity and coworker support

113We focus on gender similarity as a form of relational demography among coworkers because
114individuals are strongly inclined to categorize themselves with respect to gender (Bargh, Chen, &
115Burrows, 1996; Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, & George, 2004). Gender similarity is defined as the
116extent to which attitudes and behaviors that are associated with gender are perceived to be shared
117with or different from their coworkers (Guillaume, Brodbeck, & Riketta, 2012; Jansen, Otten, &
118van der Zee, 2017). Previously, researchers found that individual’s perceptions of similarity
119among team members on age (Cunningham, 2007) and race (Cunningham, Choi, & Sagas, 2008)
120influence both individual and team level outcomes (see Shemla, Meyer, Greer, & Jehn, 2016 for a
121review). Here, we focus on the effects of the extent to which an employee perceives similarity
122among coworkers in terms of their gender. The perceptions about how women and men differ
123underlies gender not biological sex (Powell, 1987; Kent & Moss, 1994). Since we used partici-
124pant’s perceptions while evaluating their similarity with their coworkers in their workgroup, we
125preferred to use gender similarity rather than sex similarity in order to take into account the
126psychological perceptions of being male or female into account (Powell & Greenhaus, 2010). We
127argue that employees working among coworkers who they perceive to be similar to themselves
128are expected to receive more coworker support, and thus, gender similarity is a perceived con-
129textual factor associated with coworker support.
130In the literature, the argument behind the relationship between demographic similarity and
131coworker support has been explained by the three micro-theoretical frameworks of relational
132demography. According to social identity and self-categorization theories, people differentiate
133themselves from other members of their workgroup on the basis of surface-level differences such
134as sex or deep level differences such as values or personality (Harrison, Price, Gavin, & Florey,
1352002). As people differentiate themselves from others, they start to polarize themselves from
136coworkers who do not share the same characteristics, resulting in behavioral and attitudinal
137differences between individuals (Ely, 1995). According to the similarity-attraction paradigm,
138the main source of attraction among individuals is the similarity of attitudes (Byrne, 1971).

Gender
Similarity

Coworker support

Job satisfaction

Creative requirement

Intention to quit

Figure 1. The theoretical model
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139This theory is embedded in the homophily principle (Williams & O’Reilly, 1998), such that
140individuals have a tendency to prefer interacting with those who share similar attitudes with
141themselves (Blau, 1977). Some consequences of similarity attraction are increased frequency of
142communication, higher group affiliation, and higher social integration (Tsui, Egan, & O’Reilly,
1431991; Guillaume, Brodbeck, & Riketta, 2012).
144Consistent with social identity theory, social categorization theory, and the similarity attraction
145paradigm discussed above, previous researchers found that gender similarity and coworker support
146have a positive relationship, because feelings of belonging to the same category and sharing the same
147social identity should encourage employees to support each other since gender similarity can
148influence how individuals are psychologically connected to their work group (Jansen, Otten, & van
149der Zee, 2017). According to Baugh and Graen (1997), when there is high gender dissimilarity in a
150team, individuals can feel less involved with their coworkers because people who work in demo-
151graphically dissimilar teams perceive their teams to be less effective, and the employees who are
152dissimilar from their team members are more likely to feel isolated from the social network of the
153team. Accordingly, in a study of 397 employees, Jansen, Otten, and van der Zee (2017) found that
154gender dissimilarity was negatively related to work group inclusion. Furthermore, gender dissim-
155ilarity has been found to lead to higher amounts of interpersonally deviant behavior as dissimilar
156members can have a harder time identifying with their coworkers (Liao, Joshi, & Chuang, 2004).
157Since dissimilar members may not feel included in their groups, they may hesitate in asking for help,
158advice and support from their coworkers (Valenti & Rockett, 2008).

159The relationship between gender similarity, coworker support and job attitudes

160We argue that higher levels of coworker support can lead to higher levels of job satisfaction and
161lower levels of intention to quit. Regarding job satisfaction, the influence of coworker support can
162be explained by using a number of theoretical lenses. First, employees tend to have positive
163attitudes toward their jobs when coworker support compensates for work–family conflict (Major,
164Fletcher, Davis, & Germano, 2008). Moreover, employees who receive coworker support have
165access to more resources that can help them deal with work-related stress (Halbesleben &
166Wheeler, 2015). Finally, according to Schneider’s (1987) attraction–selection–attrition perspec-
167tive, person-environment fit is a critical factor in determining how employees perceive their work
168environment. When employees receive support from their coworkers, they should feel part of
169their work environment. Congruence with one’s environment leads to higher job satisfaction and
170feelings of stability, especially when the work environment is enriched by gaining assistance from
171coworkers for task completion (Beehr & Drexler, 1986). Consistent with these arguments,
172Chiaburu and Harrison (2008) found in their meta-analysis of 161 independent samples that
173coworker support leads to improved job satisfaction.
174The second job attitude that we focus upon is intentions to quit. Employees who are emotionally
175satisfied with their interpersonal relationships within their organization develop higher emotional
176attachment to the organization (Rousseau & Aubé, 2010), reducing their intention to quit. When
177employees consider intentionally quitting, they assess what they will be sacrificing by turning over
178from their current job (Mitchell, Holtom, Lee, Sablynski, & Erez, 2001), and their relationships with
179their coworkers are one of the assets that could be lost (Mitchell et al., 2001). Therefore, if an
180employee has strong and supportive relationships with his or her coworkers, it should become
181harder to leave their current organization, reducing their intention to quit. In addition, coworker
182support reduces the intention to quit by providing a coping mechanism to help deal with work
183stressors and can act as a moderator between stress and attitudinal and behavioral outcomes (Fisher,
1841985). The meta-analysis by Chiaburu and Harrison (2008) also reported a significant negative
185direct relationship between coworker support and intentions to quit.
186It has been shown numerous times that gender similarity leads to positive job attitudes, yet to
187our knowledge the underlying mechanism that connects these two has been overlooked. As
188presented above, there is strong theoretical and empirical evidence in the literature that suggests
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189that gender similarity has a positive relationship with coworker support, and coworker support
190has a positive relationship with job satisfaction and a negative one with intention to quit. In order
191to answer how gender similarity improves job attitudes, the combined arguments discussed
192above suggest that the relationship between perceived gender similarity and job attitudes is
193mediated by the support received from coworkers. In other words, employees who perceive that
194they are similar to their coworkers are more likely to have high job satisfaction and lower
195intentions to quit, because they are more likely to receive support from those who are similar to
196themselves. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

197Hypothesis 1: Coworker support provides an indirect (mediation) effect between gender
198similarity and (a) a positive relationship with job satisfaction and (b) a negative rela-
199tionship with intention to quit.

200The role of the creative requirement of occupations

201The importance of coworker support may differ according to contextual characteristics (Tews,
202Michel, & Ellingson, 2013), however, the generalizability of the findings on the relationship
203between coworker support and job attitudes is rarely questioned in the literature (Ng & Sorensen,
2042008; Rousseau & Aubé, 2010). To our knowledge, only two studies have examined boundary
205conditions that might change the importance of coworker support. For example, Ng and Sor-
206ensen (2008) compared jobs that involved customer contact with jobs that did not involve
207interaction with customers. They suggested that jobs that involve customer contact can be more
208stressful since interacting with customers can create role conflict and role ambiguity. Hence, in
209their meta-analysis, they hypothesized and found that coworker support had a stronger impact
210on the job satisfaction of frontline employees who frequently interact with customers compared
211with employees who do not have direct interaction with customers. Rousseau and Aubé (2010)
212examined the role of the resource availability of jobs. Using a sample of 215 employees working
213in a health care organization, they hypothesized and found that the relationship between cow-
214orker support and affective commitment was stronger if the job resource adequacy was high.
215They argued that when job resources are inadequate, employees feel frustrated and powerless
216since they cannot fully appreciate the support they receive from their coworkers. In this paper,
217we introduce an occupational characteristic, the creative requirement of the occupation, as a
218boundary condition that influences the relationship between coworker support and job attitudes.
219The creative requirement of an occupation is the extent to which one is expected to generate
220work-related creative ideas, processes, or outcomes (Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2000; Unsworth,
221Wall, & Carter, 2005). Occupations can vary in how much creativity is required, with creativity
222existing on a continuum ranging from minor, incremental changes to radical breakthroughs
223(Zhou & Shalley, 2011).
224We propose that an occupation’s creative requirement can play a critical role in determining
225the importance of coworker support for job attitudes. Coworkers can influence employees’
226attitudes and behaviors by providing help, support, and information (Chiaburu & Harrison,
2272008). Intimate supportive relationships among coworkers encourages employees to overcome
228resistance to change (Hon, Bloom, & Crant, 2014), and boosts trust and norms of reciprocity,
229which can lead to higher levels of information and knowledge exchange (Bacharach, Bamberger,
230& Vashdi, 2005). Sharing information, feeling confident about coming up with new ideas, and
231providing support are important factors that can help to enable employees to generate novel
232ideas (Madjar, Oldham, & Pratt, 2002). Therefore, it could be argued that when occupations have
233a creative requirement, these supportive relationships become more critical for their job attitudes.
234Furthermore, feeling supported by coworkers increases the pleasantness of the work environment
235(Van Yperen & Hagedoorn, 2003). Especially in more stressful occupations, the availability
236of support increases employees’ feelings of connectedness to others and their motivation
237(Van Yperen & Hagedoorn, 2003). Feeling safe and supported is important for improving
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238intrinsic motivation (Elsbach & Hargadon, 2006) and creative performance (Shalley, Gilson, &
239Blum, 2000; Hon, Bloom, & Crant, 2014). This could be explained in part by creating a work
240environment that is perceived as more psychologically safe. Creative occupations require a higher
241degree of risk-taking and trying to generate more novel ideas that could potentially be criticized
242by others. Therefore, in occupations where employees are required to share their ideas and
243perspectives, coworker support becomes more critical in terms of creating a suitable environment
244for creativity (Hon, Bloom, & Crant, 2014). The match between occupational characteristics and
245the work environment has been found to positively reflect employees’ job attitudes such as job
246satisfaction and intention to quit (Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2000). We expect that coworker
247support will have a stronger positive relationship with job satisfaction when employees are in
248occupations that have a higher creative requirement because they will perceive that their work
249environment is safe for them to generate new ideas which can help them to meet their work
250goals. In addition, under these conditions, it would be harder for them to consider sacrificing this
251pleasant environment, thereby leading to lower intentions to quit. Hence, we propose that:

252Hypothesis 2: The creative requirement of an occupation moderates the relationship between
253coworker support and (a) job satisfaction, and (b) intention to quit, such that for occu-
254pations that require more creativity there is a stronger positive relationship with job
255satisfaction and a stronger negative relationship with intention to quit as compared to
256occupations that require less creativity.

257As we indicated above, there are conflicting findings on the role of gender similarity in
258organizations, and researchers have suggested examining boundary conditions (Wegge et al.,
2592008; Shore et al., 2009; Bell et al., 2011). Testing only the individual paths is not sufficient for
260concluding that the role of gender similarity on job attitudes through coworker support changes
261for occupations that have different levels of creativity required (Edwards & Lambert, 2007;
262Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007). Thus, it is necessary to test the role of the creative requirement
263of occupations as a moderator mechanism on the complete mediation mechanism. Following
264this, we argue that coworker support will be a stronger mediator between gender similarity and
265job attitudes (i.e., job satisfaction and intention to quit) when higher levels of creativity are
266required, but it will not be a critical mediator when an occupation has a low creative requirement.
267As argued above, feeling safe and supported among coworkers is more important for employees
268in occupations with higher creative requirements. Therefore, we provide a final hypothesis which
269specifies the second stage moderated mediation effects predicted by our model (see Figure 1 for
270our hypothesized model).

271Hypothesis 3: The mediation effect of coworker support between gender similarity and (a)
272job satisfaction and (b) intention to quit is moderated by the creative requirement of the
273occupation, such that when occupations have higher creative requirements this mediation
274relationship will be stronger.

275METHODS
276Study sample

277In this study, we used the National Employee Survey which was conducted by a university survey
278research center in 1997. A probability sampling procedure was utilized in order to conduct
279computer-assisted telephone interviews with 1,465 individuals, with a response rate of 61.4%. For
280this study, employees who indicated that they had between 2 and 20 coworkers were included in
281the analysis, which resulted in a sample size of 975, corresponding to ~ 67% of the total sample.
282Eligible participants for this study were household members that were 18 years and older, worked
283at least 30 hr per week, and were not self-employed. The structured survey had 179 questions
284including questions on demographics, coworkers, supervisors, occupation, work environment,
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285and psychological well-being. A pilot survey was conducted initially because most of the ques-
286tions used in the survey were developed for paper and pen questionnaires rather than structured
287phone interviews, and the questions seemed to translate well to a phone interview. In the sample,
28851% were males and 49% were females. In addition, 83% of the sample was white, while 17%
289were non-white, with 8.5% identifying as black, 1.7% as Asian, 3.6% as Hispanic, and 3.2% as
290‘other.’ The average age of the participants was 38.6 years.
291The survey was collected at one point in time. In addition, since there was only a single
292respondent, non-obtrusive objective measures were used as much as possible. Each respondent
293was asked to state his or her occupation. Then, these jobs were coded into objective occupational
294categories using the three-digit occupational codes defined by the U.S. Census Bureau (2000)
295using the same process as that used by Shalley, Gilson, and Blum (2000) in their analysis of
296employee creative requirements. According to the U.S. Census Bureau an ‘occupation describes
297the kind of work the person does on the job’ (U.S. Census Glossary, n.d.). Therefore, the
298respondents’ job titles were not in question since we specifically asked them to state their
299occupation. The U.S. Census Bureau has a coding system of 539 occupational categories for
300employed people including military personnel. Therefore, all the occupations that respondents
301reported matched with one of the 539 categories defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. Due to the
302objective nature of this coding procedure, such as assigning occupations like lawyer, teacher, bus
303driver, secretary, and custodian, only one coder was used to assign a code to each of the reported
304occupations with a supervisor checking for accuracy. The reported occupations were later
305matched with the occupations and industries using the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
306that was developed by the U.S. Department of Labor. The DOT system includes characteristics
307typical of occupations such as its creative requirement. Our sample included participants from a
308wide range of occupations, primarily including executive, administrative and managerial occu-
309pations (16.10%), professional occupations such as engineers, scientists, and architects (23%),
310and administrative support occupations (17.20%). Comparison of the occupational distribution
311in our sample to the U.S. Census distributions, provides evidence for the occupational repre-
312sentativeness and external validity of the National Employee Survey.

313Measures
314Unless otherwise noted, we used a 4-item-point scale with 1= ‘strongly disagree’ and
3154= ‘strongly agree,’ because the National Employee Survey data that we used was collected in
316collaboration with multiple research centers and universities. The answers did not provide a
317neutral category (i.e., neither agree nor disagree) in the 4-point scale, which can be a weakness.
318However, a meta-analysis did not show significant differences in the reliabilities, mean or median
319scores between scales that used an odd number of item categories with a neutral point and scales
320that used an even number of items that did not use a neutral point (Churchill & Peter, 1984;
321Peterson, 1994). Consistently, our measures had high reliabilities as well.

322Job satisfaction
323Overall job satisfaction was measured with three items developed and tested by Quinn and
324Staines (in Price & Mueller, 1986) such as: ‘I am generally satisfied with the kind of work I do in
325this job’ (α= 0.75).

326Intention to quit
327Intention to quit was measured with a 2-item scale adapted from Hom, Griffeth, and Sellaro
328(1984) such as: ‘I frequently think of quitting my job’ (correlation= 0.71).

329Coworker support
330Coworker support was measured with a 7-item scale (α= 0.90), and used items similar to those
331used by Bacharach, Bamberger, and Vashdi (2005), such as: ‘When I need help, I feel that I can
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332turn to my coworkers’ and ‘My coworkers give useful advice to me.’ An exploratory factor
333analysis with principal components extraction, with and without Varimax rotation, showed that
334these seven items loaded onto one factor.

335Gender similarity
336We used gender similarity as a measure of relational demography, and it was measured based
337on the perception of each participant in terms of their perceived gender-based similarity with
338their coworkers in his or her work group. The participants were asked: ‘In your workgroup,
339would you say that’ followed by the responses: ‘all are men’ n= 179 (18.4%); ‘most are men’
340n= 212 (21.7%), ‘all are women’ n= 141 (14.5%), ‘most are women’ n= 210 (23.6%) and ‘there
341are about equal numbers of men and women’ n= 230 (23.6%). Due to the fact that the data were
342collected by a phone interview, there was no information regarding the participant’s coworkers
343except from the participant’s own perspective. Hence, following Gilson (2000), we assigned
344individuals a dissimilarity score based on how different they viewed themselves with regard to
345their gender from their coworkers. For instance, a male who perceived all of his coworkers to be
346female would have the lowest similarity, while a male who perceived all of his coworkers to be
347males would have the highest similarity. Accordingly, similarity scores ranged for a male from
3485= ‘all men’; 4= ‘mostly men’; 3= ‘equal’; 2= ‘mostly women’; and 1= ‘all women’. It should be
349noted here that as Gilson (2000) pointed out, a male working in a group of females may reply to
350the question as ‘working among all females’ or ‘working among mostly females.’ His answer
351depends on how much he is distancing himself from the group or how dissimilar he feels from
352his coworkers. Similar coding was applied for the female participants. Theoretically, measuring
353perceived similarities rather than actual compositional ones was critical because the relational
354demography literature primarily focuses on individuals’ perceptions (Riordan, 2000; Williams,
355Parker, & Turner, 2007).

356Creative requirement of an occupation
357Following Shalley, Gilson, and Blum (2000), we used an objective measure of creative require-
358ment by using the DOT’s rating of how much creativity was required for each occupation. The
359respondents were asked to state their occupation. These occupations were then coded into
360objective occupational categories, using the three-digit occupational codes defined by the U.S.
361Census Bureau (2000), and in which each occupation fell into one of 539 occupational categories.
362These codes were used to code the creative requirement. For instance, if respondents stated that
363their occupation was being a lawyer, their three-digit occupation code was 178, or if their
364occupation was a textile machine operator, the code was 749. For each of these 539 occupations,
365the DOT assigned creative requirement ratings, ranging from −1 to +1; where −1 represents
366routine and organized work and +1 represents abstract and creative work. For example, the
367occupation with the lowest creative requirement was mail carrier (−0.99); and the occupation
368with the highest creative requirement was musician (0.97).

369Control variables

370There were five control variables in this study. First, supervisor and organizational support was
371controlled because we sought to examine the role of coworker support in organizations above
372and beyond the role of these two other types of social support which have received more research
373attention. Second, symptoms of depression and income were controlled for since both of these
374can influence employees’ attitudes toward their jobs. Finally, we controlled for employee sex
375because women are a traditional minority group in many organizations and occupations, so they
376can be subject to negative stereotypes (Tsui, Egan, & O’Reilly, 1991; Ibarra, 1992) that may affect
377their reaction to social situations in different ways. Consequently, these five control variables
378were each included in order to eliminate potential alternative explanations for our findings
379(Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2009).
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380Supervisor support
381Supervisor support was measured with six questions (α= 0.90) such as ‘My supervisor uses his or
382her power to help me’ and ‘I can count on my supervisor.’

383Organizational support
384We measured this variable with three items adapted from Tierney and Farmer’s (2004) creativity-
385supportive behavior scale (α= 0.75), such as: ‘My organization encourages the development of
386new ideas.’

387Symptoms of depression
388We used the short version of the Center for Epidemiological Studies of Depression, which is a 7-
389item scale ranging from 1 to 7 was used (α= 0.83). This scale questions whether the participants
390experienced a number of affective states (e.g., sad, lonely) during the last 7 days.

391Income
392We controlled for income level since it may reflect overall satisfaction. Income was measured by
39310 categories ranging from ‘less than $10,000,’ ‘$20,000 to $29,999’ to ‘$80,000 to $89,000’ and
394‘$90,000 or more.’ The average income of respondents was ‘$30,000 to $39,000.’

395Results
396Descriptive statistics and correlations among variables can be seen in Table 1. Generally
397speaking, the pattern of correlations seems to be supportive of the suggested theoretical model.
398Gender similarity had a positive and significant bivariate correlation with coworker support
399(r= 0.09, p< .01). Coworker support had a strong positive relationship with job satisfaction
400(r= 0.36, p< .01) and a significant negative relationship with intention to quit (−0.27, p< .01).

401Common method variance

402Since we measured a number of variables with a self-report questionnaire during the same time
403period, we tested for common method variance. First, we conducted Harman’s one factor test by
404running an exploratory factor analysis with principal axis factoring and Varimax rotation
405(Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2009). Our perceptual study variables (i.e., coworker support, job
406satisfaction, and intention to quit) failed to converge on one single factor and none of the factors
407accounted for the majority of variance (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012). Second,
408Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff (2012) suggested that a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
409provides a more sophisticated test than a single factor that is based on an exploratory factor
410analysis, and that the one factor CFA model should fit the data very well if the relationship
411between the variables is due to common method variance (Mossholder, Bennett, Kemery, &
412Wesolowski, 1998). Our one factor model demonstrated a very poor fit (χ2= 1378.919 [df: 54];
413CFI: 0.73; REMSEA: 0.17; p< .001), showing no evidence for common method variance.
414Finally, we used the CFA marker technique which uses a structural equation modeling
415approach to examine potential common method variance (Williams, Hartman, & Cavazotte,
4162010; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012). For this analysis, we chose simple control in
417the organization, which is a three-item perceptual measure (Edwards, 1980) as our marker
418variable. This variable is a suitable marker because it was not theoretically related to our study
419variables (Richardson, Simmering, & Sturman, 2009), was measured for all of the respondents
420and was not otherwise used in this study (Lemoine, Parsons, & Kansara, 2015). Specifically, the
421correlations between the marker variable and coworker support, job satisfaction, and intention to
422quit were −0.03, −0.04, and 0.04, respectively. Although the previous two methods (i.e., Harman’s
423one-factor test and one factor CFA test) did not show evidence for common methods bias, the
424CFA marker variable test provided some evidence for potential common method variance that
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Table 1. Means, standard deviations, and correlations among study variables

N Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Job satisfaction 964 3.31 0.63

2 Intention to quit 954 1.92 0.97 − 0.59**

3 Coworker support 972 3.48 0.55 0.36** − 0.27**

4 Supervisor support 963 3.36 0.67 0.57** − 0.43** 0.31**

5 Organizational support 962 2.91 0.76 0.57** − 0.40** 0.35** 0.59

6 Gender similarity 939 3.76 1.08 − 0.01 − 0.01 0.09** − 0.01 − 0.01

7 Creative requirement 970 0.00 1.00 0.00 − 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.06* − 0.02

8 Sex 941 1.49 0.50 0.07* − 0.02 0.04 0.08* 0.07* − 0.05 0.04

9 Income 863 4.00 1.72 0.00 − 0.14** − 0.09* 0.00 − 0.03 0.07 − 0.03 − 0.27**

10 Symptoms of depression 936 1.11 1.27 − 0.24** 0.34** − 0.17** − 0.21** − 0.20** − 0.05 − 0.02 0.06 − 0.21**

Note: N= 975.
Sex is coded as 0= ‘female’, 1= ‘male.’
*p< .05, **p< .01.
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425could potentially create bias. However, we cannot conclude that the potential common method
426bias affects our regression coefficients because the model was non-congeneric suggesting that the
427marker variable was equally problematic on all the study variables. Researchers argue that when
428there is non-congeneric common method variance as opposed to congeneric, it cannot be
429concluded for certain that common method variance has contaminated the correlations
430(Richardson, Simmering, & Sturman, 2009). Therefore, the corrected correlation coefficients
431calculated using the CFA marker technique were compared with the uncorrected natural study
432correlations and no significant differences were found. In fact, the largest difference was only
4330.006, which was between coworker support and intention to quit. Therefore, it appears that
434common method variance did not significantly change the correlations, and it is safe to assume
435that significant differences in our regression coefficients due to common method variance are
436unlikely (Richardson, Simmering, & Sturman, 2009).

437Hypotheses testing

438Prior to conducting our analyses, all the variables were centered. Hypotheses 1a and 1b predict
439the mediated relationship among demographic similarity and job attitudes through coworker
440support. According to the stepwise linear regression results on Table 2, Model 2, there was a
441positive significant relationship between gender similarity and coworker support (β= 0.05,
442p< .01). Furthermore, according to Models 4 and 7, there was a positive and significant rela-
443tionship between coworker support and job satisfaction (β= 0.15, p< .01) and a significant
444negative relationship between coworker support and intention to quit (β= − 0.15, p< .01).
445A bootstrap technique with 5,000 bootstrap samples suggested by Preacher and Hayes (2008)
446using the macro developed for the SPSS program (Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007; Hayes, 2012)
447was conducted. The analysis revealed that the indirect effect between gender similarity and job
448satisfaction via coworker support was significant with a point estimate of 0.01 and a 95% bias-
449corrected bootstrap confidence interval of 0.003 and 0.02. The point estimate for the mediation

Table 2. Interaction effect of coworker support and creative requirement for job satisfaction and intention to quit

DV: coworker
support DV: job satisfaction DV: intention to quit

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

Supervisor support 0.13** 0.13** 0.33** 0.31** 0.31** − 0.41** − 0.40** − 0.40**

Organizational support 0.16** 0.17* 0.27** 0.25** 0.25** − 0.23** − 0.21** − 0.21

Sex − 0.02 − 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 − 0.06 − 0.06 − 0.06

Symptoms of depression − 0.05* − 0.05** − 0.06** − 0.05** − 0.05** 0.17** 0.17** 0.17**

Income − 0.03** − 0.03** 0.00 0.00 0.00 − 0.06** − 0.07* − 0.07**

Gender similarity 0.05** 0.00 − 0.02 − 0.02 − 0.01 0.00 0.00

Coworker support 0.15** 0.15** − 0.15** − 0.15**

Creative requirement − 0.03 − 0.03 0.03 0.03

Coworker support × creative requirement 0.07* 0.00

R 2 0.15 0.16 0.39 0.410 0.413 0.281 0.288 0.288

Change in R 2 0.01** 0.02** 0.003* 0.007* 0.000

Note: All the variables were centered prior to analysis. The table indicates unstandardized β coefficients.
*p< .05, **p< .01.
DV = dependent variable.
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450effect on intention to quit was −0.01 with 95% a bias-corrected confidence interval of −0.02 and
451−0.002, providing support for the indirect effect. In short, our first set of hypotheses were
452supported in that coworker support mediated the effect of gender similarity on job satisfaction
453(Hypothesis 1a) and intention to quit (Hypothesis 1b).
454The interactions specified in Hypotheses 2a and 2b were tested using stepwise linear
455regression (Models 3–8 on Table 2). According to Model 4, the main effect of coworker support
456(β= 0.15, p< .001) was significant in predicting job satisfaction, but the main effect of creative
457requirement was not (β= − 0.03, p> .1). The R 2 change with the addition of the interaction
458effect in Model 5 was significant (β= 0.07, p≤ .05; R 2 change= 0.003; p≤ .05). Therefore,
459Hypothesis 2a was supported. The direction of the interaction between coworker support and
460creative requirement was positive as predicted. Simple slope tests (Aiken & West, 1991) were
461found to be significant when the occupation had a high creative requirement (t= 4.96; p< .001),
462but was insignificant when the creative requirement was low (t= 1.19, p> .05). In other words, as
463hypothesized, coworker support was found to facilitate job satisfaction for occupations that
464required high levels of creativity (see Figure 2).
465We failed to find support for Hypothesis 2b. According to Model 7, we found a significant
466main effect for coworker support (β= − 0.15, p< .01). However, the main effect of creative
467requirement (β= 0.03, p> .05), and the interaction of these two in Model 8, were not significant
468(β= 0.00, p> .05), with a negligible R 2 change at the third step (R 2 change= 0, p> .05). Although
469the interaction effect was not significant, the simple slopes tests showed that the direction of the
470relationship between coworker support and intention to quit was significant and negative for
471occupations with low levels of creative requirement (t= − 1.98 p< .05) and marginally significant
472at high levels of creative requirement (t= − 1.92, p= .055).
473Finally, the moderated mediation hypothesis was tested with 5,000 bootstrap samples
474using the same PROCESS macro (Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007; Hayes, 2012) that was used
475to test the first set of hypotheses. A statistically significant interaction between coworker support
476and creative requirement (β= 0.18; SE= 0.08, t= 2.17, p< .05) was found, implying that the
477indirect effect of gender similarity on job satisfaction through coworker support was moderated
478by the creative requirement of the occupation, providing support for Hypothesis 3a. As can be
479seen on Table 3, the confidence interval for the indirect relationship between gender similarity
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480and job satisfaction via coworker support excluded zero at high levels of creative requirement
481(indirect effect: 0.011; CI: 0.004 to 0.023), but included zero at low levels of creative requirement
482(indirect effect: 0.004; CI: 0.00 to 0.012). In other words, the nonparametric test that relies
483on bootstrapping indicated that the hypothesized indirect effect was significant at high levels
484of creative requirement, but insignificant at low levels of creative requirement (see Table 3).
485The indirect effect between gender similarity and intention to quit via coworker support was
486significant both at high levels of creative requirement (indirect effect: −0.008; CI: −0.022 to
487−0.001) and low levels of creative requirement (indirect effect; −0.008; CI: −0.020 to −0.001),
488however there was not a significant difference between them (β= 0.004; SE= 0.14, t= − 0.31,
489p> .05). Therefore, we failed to find support for the conditional mediation hypothesis (i.e.,
490Hypothesis 3b).

491Discussion
492Theoretical implications

493The first goal of this study was to show that the importance of coworker support may vary
494according to the occupational context (Tews, Michel, & Ellingson, 2013). Second, we examined
495whether an occupational characteristic (i.e., creative requirement) influenced the relationship
496between coworker support and job attitudes. Specifically, we found that for occupations that
497required higher levels of creativity, coworker support and job satisfaction had a significant
498relationship, while this relationship was insignificant when occupations required lower levels of
499creativity. This could be because occupations that have a higher creative requirement involve
500more complex rather than routine work, and coworker support may be more necessary and
501beneficial for complex work. For example, employees that work among supportive coworkers
502may generate more novel ideas without the fear of being criticized (Hon, Bloom, & Crant, 2014).
503When working on complex tasks that require creativity, employees may be more appreciative
504that they have received help from their coworkers, and this may lead them to feel more satisfied
505with their job. On the other hand, when employees receive help from their coworkers on tasks
506that are relatively simple, this may lead them to feel less competent and more incapable of
507completing their tasks (Ng & Sorensen, 2008).
508There was not a significant interaction between coworker support and creative requirement
509for intentions to quit. Therefore, we can conclude that a creative requirement affects job satis-
510faction and intention to quit in different ways. Work environments are composed of both
511proximal factors that affect the daily work of employees, such as a creative requirement, and
512distal factors that are associated with the organization itself (Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2000).

Intention to quit is a job attitude related to more distal organizational factors, while job

Table 3. The indirect effect of gender similarity on job attitudes through coworker support moderated by creative
requirement

Indirect effect SE
Bootstrap low

confidence interval
Bootstrap high

confidence interval

DV: job satisfaction

Low creative requirement (−1 SD) 0.004 0.003 0.000 0.012

High creative requirement (+1 SD) 0.011 0.005 0.003 0.023

DV: intention to quit

Low creative requirement (−1 SD) − 0.008 0.005 − 0.020 − 0.001

High creative requirement (+1 SD) − 0.008 0.005 − 0.022 −0.001

DV = dependent variable.
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513satisfaction is more of an attitude toward proximal factors of everyday tasks the employee is
514working on (Kraut, 1975). We would argue that the reasons why an employee may choose to
515leave an organization can be different from what makes an individual stay in that organization
516(Kraut, 1975). For example, intention to quit might change with off-the-job factors such as the
517extent to which the family of the employee is embedded in the community in which they live
518(Lee, Mitchell, Sablynski, Burton, & Holtom, 2004) or for factors related to a spouses’ job. Since
519the creative requirement of an occupation is also considered to be a proximal factor, it is not
520surprising to see that it is more influential in affecting attitudes toward proximal factors (i.e., job
521satisfaction) than attitudes toward more distal factors (i.e., intention to quit).
522One contribution of this paper is that we were able to show that coworker support can be an
523important underlying mechanism that explains the relationship between gender similarity and
524job attitudes (i.e., job satisfaction and intention to quit). This could be because having supportive
525coworkers can lead to having a more pleasant work setting which can improve job satisfaction
526and reduce intentions to quit, since relationships with coworkers are an asset that is hard to
527sacrifice when changing jobs (Mitchell et al., 2001). Furthermore, we found that the creative
528requirement of an occupation can moderate the indirect relationship between gender similarity
529and job satisfaction, such that the indirect effect takes place only for jobs that have high levels of
530creative requirement. However, we failed to find the same moderated mediation relationship for
531intention to quit. As explained before, this can be because both creative requirement and job
532satisfaction are proximal factors, while intention to quit is a more distal factor.
533A second contribution of this paper is focusing on the role of coworker support, above and
534beyond the role of the other two types of social support (i.e., supervisor and organizational
535support) in organizational contexts. Specifically, coworker support contributed unique, sig-
536nificant effects over and above these two other types of social support at work. Therefore, our
537findings suggest that future research should consider including coworker support in their
538examination of contextual factors at work. Finally, we were able to examine our model for a wide
539variety of occupations across a broad range of organizations and industries which increases both
540the generalizability and external validity of our findings.

541Practical implications

542As gender diversity in organizations increases, managers have to deal with more issues based on
543the gender composition of the group (Fields & Blum, 1997). Managers should realize that
544encouraging coworker support is essential in order to transfer the benefits of gender similarity to
545positive job attitudes. Since gender similarity positively relates to coworker support, in settings
546with low gender similarity, managers should pay extra attention to employees’ relationships in
547order to ensure that there are supportive and inclusive relationships among employees. Another
548practical implication of our findings is that organizations may want to look for ways to help
549increase the cohesiveness of their workforce by fostering team building events. For example,
550Hawley (2014) found that by encouraging employees to participate in volunteering activities
551outside of the work setting with their colleagues can help to increase the bonding and sense of
552community at work, and increase job satisfaction.

553Limitations

554The first limitation of this study is that we collected the data at one point in time. Although
555mediation analysis conducted on cross-sectional data can yield biased estimates (Maxwell &
556Cole, 2007; Maxwell, Cole, & Mitchell, 2011; Shrout, 2011), a mediation model that is found to be
557significant in cross-sectional data analysis may not be significant in longitudinal mediation
558analysis (Maxwell, Cole, & Mitchell, 2011). However, while using cross-sectional data can be
559problematic, providing that the suggested causal direction has a strong theoretical basis, cross-
560sectional data can still reveal potential causal mediation mechanisms (Shrout, 2011). Even
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561though the direction of the hypothesized mediation mechanism has a strong theoretical basis
562(Shrout, 2011), because of the cross-sectional nature of our data, we have limited ability to make
563definitive inferences about causality or the temporal flow among the constructs examined (Chen,
564Liu, & Portnoy, 2012). In addition, most of the measures we used were based on the perception of
565a single employee which can lead to common method bias. Brannick, Chan, Conway, Lance, and
566Spector (2010) discussed that common method variance problems are often exaggerated, and
567they should not be considered as fatal flaws that lead to manuscript rejections, especially if the
568self-reported data provides important benefits. The benefit of our data collection provides both
569generalizability and high external validity based on information that includes a wide variety of
570occupations, across different organizations and industries. In addition, in order to deal with the
571common method bias issue, the creative requirement of the occupation was objectively measured
572from the U.S. Census source rather than from a self-rated measure.
573Our second limitation is having small effect sizes. However, we should emphasize here that we
574are studying the effect of coworker support over and above the other two forms of social support
575(i.e., supervisor and organizational support). Thus, we controlled for the effects of these other
576social support factors in order to eliminate alternative explanations, and this potentially reduced
577our effect sizes. In addition, instead of focusing on one or a few types of organizations, we were
578able to cover a wide range of industries, organizations, and occupations by random sampling, so
579there could be a number of organizationally specific characteristics that play a role in the
580relationships tested which could have lowered the effect sizes.
581Another potential limitation of our study is using a data set that was collected in 1997. It
582should be noted here that in the United States occupational gender segregation has been very
583stable over the last century (Cohen, 2004; Hegewisch, Liepmann, Hayes, & Hartmann, 2010),
584while power and demographic status differences between genders still remain the same (Hekman,
585Johnson, Foo, & Yang, 2017). In addition, the mean levels of variables such as the gender
586composition of occupations are independent of its correlation with other variables (Goodman &
587Blum, 1996). Therefore, it is maintained that even if the data was collected today, and even if the
588amount of segregation in occupations decreased over time, the relationship between the study
589constructs would yield similar theoretical predictions, and likely similar conclusions from tests of
590the hypotheses.

591Future research directions

592Although a good number of studies have operationalized coworker support as one single con-
593struct, it may be useful to distinguish between different types of coworker support as mediating
594mechanisms between gender similarity and job attitudes. For example, a meta-analysis by
595Chiaburu and Harrison (2008) showed that the content of coworker support (i.e., affective or
596instrumental) plays a significant role in predicting job outcomes, such that instrumental support
597has stronger relationships with work effectiveness including citizenship behaviors directed at
598one’s coworkers and task performance; while affective support is a stronger predictor of job
599satisfaction, job involvement, and organizational commitment. Since a single construct scale for
600coworker support was used in this study, the affective and instrumental types of coworker
601support were not distinguishable, hence future research could examine this.
602Second, in this study, one occupational characteristic, creative requirement, was emphasized.
603Other occupational characteristics, such as task interdependence, should be considered in the
604future in order to increase the generalizability of the findings. Moreover, by measuring creative
605requirement as an objective occupational characteristic using the DOT scores, the assumption is
606that all jobs within an occupation have similar creative requirements. Yet, people who have the
607same occupation but work in different jobs might have varying levels of a creative requirement.
608For instance, a lawyer doing pro-bono work for a small non-profit firm might have different
609requirements than a corporate lawyer working for a large firm although they share the same
610occupation. In the future, creative requirement as a job characteristic should be studied.
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611The difference between traditional majorities (e.g., men) and traditional minorities (e.g.,
612women) in organizations is also a critical factor to evaluate in future studies. Since women are
613numerical minorities in both the societal and organizational power elites, they are subject to
614negative stereotypes (Tsui, Egan, & O’Reilly, 1991; Ibarra, 1992). There is research evidence
615that suggests that traditional majority groups and traditional minority groups, particularly sex
616groups, react to social situations in different ways (Tolbert, Graham, & Andrews, 1999).
617For example, Kanter (1977) argued that the dominant groups in a society experience higher
618levels of coworker support, less role conflict, more adequate resources, and greater autonomy
619within an organization compared to minority or lower status groups. This can lead to higher
620job satisfaction and lower intentions to quit, and this interaction effect should be empirically
621tested in the future. While some researchers found that gender similarity might have different
622effects on men and women (e.g., Chatman & O’Reilly, 2004; Ely, 2004), some other researchers
623did not find any significant differences in the role of gender similarity across genders (Baugh &
624Graen, 1997; Fields & Blum, 1997; Graves & Elsass, 2005; Jansen, Otten, & van der Zee, 2017).
625A post-hoc analysis of the data found that the results align with this latter group, because
626there were no significant differences that suggested that the relationship between gender simi-
627larity and coworker support and their relationship with job attitudes differed between men
628and women.
629Finally, in this study, gender similarity is a measure of relational demography. Future work
630can examine the effects of other types of demographic similarities. For instance, race is also a
631factor that can shape employee decisions (Bargh, Chen, & Burrows, 1996). Unfortunately, this
632particular sample was not suitable to differentiate effects based on racial similarity since only 17%
633of the employees were non-white and these employees were not further characterized according
634to their racial identity.

635Conclusion
636In conclusion, this study examined the role of an overlooked organizational phenomenon,
637coworker support. The results showed that the level of creative requirement of an occupation can
638influence the relationship between gender similarity and job satisfaction mediated by coworker
639support. When employees are in occupations with a high creative requirement, they seem to
640appreciate the help they receive from their coworkers more than employees working in occu-
641pations that require low levels of creativity. Furthermore, coworker support is one key underlying
642mechanism that helps to link gender similarity to job satisfaction and intention to turnover, in
643addition to the support received from their leader and organization.
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